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"Vienna is Different" is the slogan you read when you enter the city on the highways. Differences are also associated with the sound of the famous Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra (VPO). This orchestra's individual sound characteristic is caused partly by different musical instruments (oboe, horn or timpani), and partly through a specific playing style. While the individual sound variations of these instruments have been investigated in previous studies at our Institute, this paper presents a more general approach to the "distinguishing mark" of this orchestra. 21 sound-pairs of orchestral CD-recordings were offered to test subjects: one example from the VPO and a second from the Berlin Philharmonic or New York Philharmonic Orchestras. The task was to listen and to identify the Viennese one. Listener test data are statistically analyzed to find out which instruments do establish the typical Vienna orchestra signature. Which instruments give the best clues for identifying the VPO? The members of the audience are invited to make their own decisions.

INTRODUCTION

What is special about the Viennese orchestra? This question exists as long as the world famous orchestra itself. There are thousands of individual hypothesis and millions of ideas for possible reasons among musicians, audiences and scientists. In the 1950's the University of Music founded an institute to provide objective data on that question, but very first studies already showed that the question is much too complex for a simple answer. Too many variables are involved in the process of creation and perception. Since then, single parameters have been studied in previous projects [1,2,3], but there is still no answer about what the main acoustical trademarks of these Viennese orchestra are. The approach of this project is to carry out an elementary study of musical acoustics: to hear music with a large amount of experienced ears and to collect their analytical power: a large-scale listening test setup including hundreds of musicians and listeners.

METHOD

The question "Is there a typical orchestra signature in Vienna, Austria?" has been asked using a listening test in Vienna, which started in March 2001 and is going on till December 2001. Since the aim of the test is to collect about 1000 test persons, this paper presents a documentation of the setup and shows preliminary results from 302 test persons. As the test is still in progress, details on the tasks will not be revealed. The unveiling of the final results will be presented at Forum Acusticum in Seville 2002.

The task of the listening test itself is simply to decide which of two sound examples was recorded by the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra (VPO). 21 pairs of sound examples from CD-recordings of nine standard orchestral pieces (see LIST “21 tasks”), are played to the test persons. The recording of the alternative sound example in the test pair is either played by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra or the New York Philharmonic. The sound examples were unmodified digital copies of pieces from commercial CDs. The duration of the examples is between 3 and 35 seconds (15 seconds on average). While short examples allow the comparison of timbre and short time elements, longer examples are preferred by most listeners to focus on the interpretation. A compromise for the duration of the tasks and many other variables had to be made for a better chance of comparison of other parameters (e.g. the involved instruments). The availability of CD recordings also restricted the possibility to maintain factors as the conductor, the year, place and technique of the recording.

Statistic groups of all 302 listener and there absolute number (n=) can be seen in the first row of table 1. Groups are formed by instrument sections of all test persons playing string, brass, woodwind instruments. For final analysis at least 30-65 listeners in additional groups (female, male, age0-19years, age20-39years, age40-99years, Austrian, Non-Austrian, professional-musician, student-amateur-musicians, passive-listener, conductors and for each single instrument and persons playing no instrument) are planned.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Since the test setup is very simple, each single decision has a 50 % chance to be correct. The actual preliminary result over all tasks with 52% is just slightly higher. Also, if the decisions were random, the expected amount of correct answers (k) for each task were 50%. In fact, the preliminary results show a large variation of correct answers for each of the 21 tasks. (FIG 1) While 63% of 302 test persons identified the Vienna orchestra in task 14, only 29% decided the correct answer in task 15. The difference of correct answers varies also between the test groups. All mean values of k can be found in TABLE 1.

![FIGURE 1: correct answers per task in percent (Mean value of all 302 test persons)](link-to-image)
21 tasks of the listening test


The preliminary results (X) in TABLE 1 represent the percentage of correct answers. TABLE 2 shows the corresponding values of their probabilities. 
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